ROUGH GRADING CERTIFICATION

Job Address
or Tract or Lot No.: ______________________________ Locality: __________________

Owner: ________________________________________ Permit No.: ________________

(A) BY SOILS ENGINEER
I certify that the earth fills placed on the below numbered lots were constructed upon competent and properly prepared sub-grade and compacted in compliance with requirements of the City Grading Ordinance and the rough grading work incorporates all recommendations contained in the report or reports for which I am responsible and all recommendations that I have made based on field inspection of the work and testing during grading. I further certify that where the reports of an Engineering Geologist, relative to this site, have recommended the installation of buttress fills or other similar stabilization measures, such earthwork construction has been completed in accordance with the approved design.

Lot Nos. ________________________________

See Reports dated: _________________________________________________________________________
for test data, recommended allowable soil bearing values and other special recommendations.

Remarks: ________________________________________________________________________________

Soils Engineer ____________________________________ Reg. No. ___________ Date _________________
(Signature) Exp. Date: __________

(B) BY ENGINEERING GEOLOGIST
I certify that the rough grading work incorporates all of the recommendations contained in the report or reports for which I am responsible and all recommendations that I have made based on field inspection of the work during grading.

Lot Nos:______________________________

Remarks ________________________________________________________________________________

Engineering Geologist ______________________________ Lic. No. ___________ Date _______________
(Signature) Exp. Date: __________

(C) BY SUPERVISING CIVIL ENGINEER
I certify to the satisfactory completion of rough grading including grading to approximate plan elevations; property lines located and staked, cut and fill slopes correctly graded and located in accordance with the approved design; swales and terraces graded ready for paving; berms installed, and required drainage slopes provided on the building pads. I further certify that where report or reports of an Engineering Geologist and/or Soils Engineer have been prepared relative to this site, the recommendations contained in such reports have been followed in the prosecution of the work.

Lot Nos. ________________________________________________________________________________

Remarks ________________________________________________________________________________

Civil Engineer_____________________________________ Reg. No. ___________ Date ________________
(Signature) Exp. Date: __________

(D) BY GRADING CONTRACTOR
I certify that the grading was done in accordance with the plans and specifications, the grading ordinance, and the recommendations of the Civil Engineer, Soils Engineer and Engineering Geologist. It is understood that this certification includes only those aspects of the work that can be determined by me, as a competent grading contractor, without special equipment or professional skills.

Grading Contractor _________________________________ Lic. No. ____________ Date _______________
(Signature)

Instructions:
Return 4 sets of forms, all with original wet signatures and seals. You may provide separate sets of 4 forms from each consultant or contractor. The owner may sign if a licensed Grading Contractor did not do the grading. Include 4 sets of COMPACTION REPORTS wet signed and sealed by Soils Engineer.